Ectomycorrhizal fungal (EMF) communities are highly diverse at the stand level. To begin to understand what might lead to such diversity, and to improve sampling designs, we investigated the spatial structure of these communities. We used EMF community data from a number of studies carried out in seven mature and one recently fire-initiated forest stand. We applied various measures of spatial pattern to characterize distributions at EMF community and species levels: Mantel tests, Mantel correlograms, variance/mean and standardized variograms. Mantel tests indicated that in four of eight sites community similarity decreased with distance, whereas Mantel correlograms also found spatial autocorrelation in those four plus two additional sites. In all but one of these sites elevated similarity was evident only at relatively small spatial scales (<2.6 m), whereas one exhibited a larger scale pattern ($25 m). Evenness of biomass distribution among cores varied widely among taxa. Standardized variograms indicated that most of the dominant taxa showed patchiness at a scale of less than 3 m, with a range from 0 to P17 m. These results have implications for both sampling scale and intensity to achieve maximum efficiency of community sampling. In the systems we examined, cores should be at least 3 m apart to achieve the greatest sampling efficiency for stand-level community analysis. In some cases even this spacing may result in reduced sampling efficiency arising from patterns of spatial autocorrelation. Interpretation of the causes and significance of these patterns requires information on the genetic identity of individuals in the communities.
Introduction
Ectomycorrhizal fungal (EMF) communities are quite diverse. Molecular analyses have revealed that in small monospecific forest stands there can be over 50 EMF species [1] . It is essential that we learn more about the spatial structure of these communities, both to constrain the universe of explanatory models for this local diversity [2] , and to sample these communities effectively [3] .
Relatively little is known about how EMF communities are structured spatially [3] . It is important to know whether communities as a whole, and individual species, exhibit distinctive spatial patterns, as a basis for future investigation into the ecological processes generating such spatial patterns. A variety of processes could lead to species-specific spatial patterns in EMF populations, including variation in rates of genet growth (if patches are made up of one individual), internal structure of genets, or patterns of intraspecific establishment or survival that lead to clusters of individuals. These could be either endogenous (e.g., dimon mating, variable inoculum inputs) or exogenous (e.g., variation in resource availability or disturbance intensity that affect the patterns of EMF root colonization and survival). From our knowledge of differences among taxa in extramatrical hyphal anatomy (e.g., presence or absence of rhizomorphs, formation of hyphal mats [4] ) we expect that taxa would be likely to differ in spatial colonization patterns, with species likely to differ in internal genet structure and rates of vegetative expansion. Sporocarp-based studies of EMF genet size have found that genets may vary from tens of centimeters, e.g., in some Russula species [5] ; to tens of meters, e.g., in Suillus and Boletus (Xerocomus) spp. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Even though some genets are large, they may exhibit internal spatial structure at smaller scales, because expanding genets might exhibit internal fragmentation [11] or more intense colonization of microsites. Furthermore, species may exhibit different genet-size patterns at different sites [10, 11] . At the community level, processes that could lead to structuring include positive or negative species interactions, or convergent or divergent resource requirements or responses to disturbance [2, 12] .
We also wished to determine whether spatial analysis could help in determination of appropriate spatial scales for sampling EMF communities. Previous authors have indicated the need for more explicit information on spatial structure in ectomycorrhizal fungal communities in order to design more effective sampling strategies [1, 3] . In particular, knowing the scales of spatial autocorrelation (i.e., patchiness) in EMF community structure can ensure that sampling is carried out at scales that are larger than these patches, thus leading to more information gained about the community composition and structure per sample.
Previous investigations of EMF community spatial pattern range from descriptive, e.g., [8, 13] to statistical [14, 15] . One study used Mantel tests [16] to analyze spatial structure of EMF communities [17] (for an application of geostatistical methods to arbuscular mycorrhizal spores, see [18] ). We applied similar methods to a group of datasets from a range of forest types, with resolution at smaller spatial scales than in previous community studies, by combining molecular identification methods with abundance data from individual cores. Our approach was to investigate community-level spatial patterns using Mantel tests and Mantel correlograms, and to apply geostatistical and other methods to the species-level patterns of abundance.
Methods

Dataset description
The datasets were derived from a number of studies of ectomycorrhizal communities in California and the Pacific Northwest (Table 1) . Stand age, canopy composition, and sampling scale varied among studies ( Table 1 ). All studies used molecular genetic methods to identify EMF, and were carried out in mature forests using similar methods of soil coring, except for one, that examined a seral shrub community and associated Douglas-fir seedlings [19] ; and another assayed species composition on the root system of excavated seedlings [15] . The molecular genetic methods used typically identified fungi on roots to the species or higher taxonomic level. Individuals within populations could not be distinguished by these methods, so it is impossible to determine whether repeat occurrences of a taxon in different cores represent the same or different individuals.
Spatial pattern analysis
The analysis of pattern was carried out at both the community and the species level. Each core or seedling was treated as the sampling unit. The community was described within the sampling unit using biomass of the root tips occupied by a species as our measure of abundance.
Community level analysis
Mantel tests [16] were used to determine whether spatial distance could explain a significant proportion of the variation in community composition among cores (i.e., if cores that were closer to each other were more or less similar than cores that were farther apart). Mantel tests allow comparison of the linear relationship among matrices where dependence among sampling points is likely. This dependence precludes standard regression approaches, which assume independence. We used the Mantel test protocol in the PC-ORD, Version 4 software [20] . We ran the Mantel tests of community dissimilarity (calculated as relative Sorensen dissimilarity) vs. a Euclidian distance matrix [20] . To calculate significance, the data were subjected to Monte Carlo randomization tests (1000 runs). The Mantel test outputs of pair-wise distances were then plotted, and fitted with an exponential rise to the maximum (single, three parameter), and a Loess smoothing fit in Sigmaplot 2002 for Windows Version 8.0. The equation for the exponential rise to the max- imum was used to estimate the distance (in m) at which 95% and 99% of the background Sørensen's community dissimilarity was encountered.
As another estimate of the spatial scale at which communities were spatially autocorrelated, we performed mantel correlograms in the R Package [21] . Mantel correlograms are a multivariate method for examining scales of spatial autocorrelation, similar to the univariate methods described below. One advantage they have over regular Mantel tests is that nonlinear patterns are more likely to be revealed, because the linear comparisons are made between multiple shorter distance classes and the entire dataset, rather than for the whole dataset. As for the regular Mantel test, indices of community similarity are calculated for pairs of cores. We used two indices of similarity (in contrast to dissimilarity indices used for the Mantel tests above). Neither index uses double zeros to calculate similarity. The first is binary (Sørensen's coefficient) and the second is quantitative (Steinhaus coefficient) [21] . The pair-wise similarities were then divided into distance classes, and Mantel tests were calculated on each distance class, using a permutation method with 999 iterations to determine significance, with Bonferroni correction based on the number of distance classes tested, a ¼ 0:05. Positive, significant results in the smaller distance classes indicate positive spatial autocorrelation.
Individual taxon level analysis
To examine whether individual taxa differed in their distribution among cores, we used two approaches. First, we examined distribution of biomass among cores using frequency, relative abundance, frequency/relative abundance and variance/mean for individual taxa. We define relative abundance as the percentage of total EMF root tip biomass at a site represented by a species, and frequency as the percentage of cores or seedlings occupied by a species. High relative abundance and low frequency indicate biomass clumping, whereas low abundance and high frequency indicate dispersion of biomass among cores. Similarly, the variance to mean ratio is a metric of how evenly biomass is distributed among cores [22] . The lower the ratio, the more evenly biomass is distributed among cores. In analysis of distribution of individuals, the random distribution is assumed to be a Poisson distribution. For the Poisson distribution, the expectation is that the variance to mean ratio will be 1. Deviations above 1 indicate clumping, below 1 indicate dispersion. In the present case, we are looking at the variance to mean ratio of relative biomass rather than individuals, so the expectation of 1 for a variance/mean might not be strictly appropriate. Instead we will use it as a relative metric of differences among taxa.
We tested whether relative abundance, relative frequency, and variance/mean varied among taxonomic groups. To do this, we examined only species occurrences with high relative biomass (>10%) or relative frequency (>15%) at a site. Species with both low biomass and low frequency were excluded, because these taxa were uninformative about biomass distribution among cores. Across studies we combined species into higher taxonomic groups to enable comparisons (see Appendix A); this assumes that related species will exhibit similar spatial patterns, an assumption we will revisit in the discussion. Variance/ mean data were log 10 transformed to achieve normality. We subjected these data to either regular ANOVA (relative frequency and variance/mean), or Welch ANOVA in cases where tests indicated variances were unequal (relative biomass, relative biomass/relative frequency), using the JMP Version 3 software package [23] . Five taxonomic groups occurred sufficiently frequently (i.e., occurring in multiple studies, and in some cases multiple species within a study) for analysis: Cenococcum geophilum ðn ¼ 6Þ, Thelephoroid (Thelephora, Tomentella, and other Thelephoraceae spp.) ðn ¼ 8Þ, Russuloid (Russula, Lactarius, Martellia, and other Russulaceae spp.) ðn ¼ 17Þ, Suilloid (Suillus and Rhizopogon spp.) ðn ¼ 6Þ, Corticioid (Amphinema byssoides, Piloderma, Byssocorticium-like and other Corticiaceae spp.) ðn ¼ 5Þ. To minimize stand age effects, we excluded all species from the seedling study, focusing only on species from mature stands. We also excluded groups with a low number of species or poor representation across sites (Boletoid, Amanita, and other ascomycetes all had two species occurrences; Cortinariaceae had three species occurrences, but all from the same site).
All of the above metrics are zero-dimensional, i.e., they do not take into account the spatial relationship among cores. In order to determine whether the patterns were dependent on the spatial scale of the sample, for taxa that occurred in multiple plots, we performed regressions of relative frequency, relative biomass and variance/mean vs. the farthest distance between cores at a site.
We also examined the scale at which species were clumped using standardized variograms, with the geostatistical program Variowin 2.2 [24] . This method reveals patterns of variance among cores over a range of distances. We chose standardized variograms, which correct for variance among cores at the endpoints during the calculation of variance between cores separated by a specified distance, because they were more robust in tests of artificial datasets when compared with nonstandardized variograms [25] . We fitted a spherical model to all data, except for a few species for which a Gaussian model gave a much better fit. For this analysis we focused again on the dominant taxa.
Variograms are characterized by variation in the sill, range and nugget. The sill is the background level of variance among samples. The range is the inter-core distance at which the fitted curve reaches the sill, indicating the distance over which spatial autocorrelation (i.e., patchiness in occurrence of species) can be detected. The nugget variance (y intercept of the fitted line) is the variance unexplained by the fitted curve. A large nugget can indicate that much of the spatial autocorrelation in abundance occurred at scales smaller than those sampled, i.e., any patchiness above background levels is at a very small scale. In many cases the nugget variance was large, i.e., unconstrained (e.g., Fig. 1(a) ) or only partially constrained (e.g., Fig. 1(b) ). In these cases, multiple models ranging from a zero nugget to very large nuggets were possible. In other cases the data were better constrained, leading to a zero or well-constrained non-zero nugget (e.g., Fig. 1 (c) and (d)). For this reason, we wished to describe the likely minimum and maximum nuggets and ranges for taxa within those constraints. We calculated a minimum and maximum nugget (y intercept of dashed and solid lines, respectively) and a minimum and maximum range (asymptote of dashed and solid lines, respectively, except that when no range was detected (e.g., solid line, Fig. 1(a) ) the minimum range was reported as zero and the asymptote of the dashed line was reported as the maximum range). The distribution of nuggets and ranges was then compared among taxonomic groups for those taxa represented by multiple occurrences. We examined whether minimum and maximum nuggets, and minimum and maximum ranges, differed significantly among taxa, using KruskalWallis tests.
Results
Community level analysis
In all studies community dissimilarity between cores was high at all spatial scales and the relationship between distance and dissimilarity was very noisy (Fig. 2) ; this reflects the fact that many core samples contained few species in common, and high variation in abundance, independent of their spatial location. Nevertheless, four of the eight sites yielded significant Mantel tests, and seven of the eight showed positive relationships between spatial distance and community distance (Fig. 2) . Six of the eight had significant positive spatial autocorrelation using Mantel correlograms, including the four that had significant Mantel tests, plus SP1 and SP2 (Fig. 3) . Correlograms using the Sørensen and Steinhaus similarity coefficients gave similar results, so only the former are shown.
The spatial autocorrelation was evident only at a small scale in all but one of the plots of the Mantel test output (Fig. 2) . For three of the fours study sites with significant Mantel test results, similarity above background was limited to <3 m (Table 2, Fig. 2(a) , (c) and (e)). The study on Bishop pine seedling communities (PR BP seedling) exhibited spatial structure at a slightly smaller scale than any of the studies of mature communities (Table 2 ). Studies with little or no sampling at <2 m did not exhibit significant spatial structure (Table  2 ; Fig. 2(b) and (d); Fig. 3 ), although trends were similar to the other studies. The two studies in which the maximum spatial scale of sampling was less than 7 m also showed no significant spatial pattern in the regular Mantel test (Fig. 2(g ) and (h), Table 2 ), but Mantel correlograms for these sites indicated significant spatial autocorrelation in the smallest distance class (Fig. 3) . Fig. 1 . Examples of four types of standardized variograms encountered when analyzing the spatial patterns of abundance of individual ectomycorrhizal fungal species in the present study: (a) (Piloderma byssinum, HJA) a model with no evidence of spatial autocorrelation at the scale studied, leading to an unconstrained nugget and range below the smallest sampling scale, (b) (Cenococcum geophilum, PR BPDF) a model in which nugget and range are partially constrained, (c) (Lactarius fragilis, SP1) a model with highly constrained nugget and range in which the nugget is zero, (d) (Lactarius rufus, PR BP) a model with highly constrained non-zero nugget, and range P the maximum lag distance. In (a) and (b), solid lines represent the model with the largest nugget; dashed lines represent the models with the smallest nugget. The hatched area is the region of equally-likely models between the two extremes.
The only study in which significant spatial patterns were exhibited at a larger spatial scale was PR BP (Fig. 2(f) ). When the exponential rise to the maximum was plotted for the Mantel test data, even at the largest scale (22 m) there was no evidence that background community dissimilarity had been encountered. Extrapolation of the exponential fit to the Mantel test data indicated that 95% of the maximum would be encountered at 15 m, and 99% at 25 m, an order of magnitude higher than the median of all studies (Table  2) . In Mantel correlograms, a trend of steadily decreasing spatial autocorrelation with distance, such as seen in the PR BP Mantel test, will result in positive Mantel's r in the smaller distances, and steadily more negative Mantel's r in the larger distances. This is what was clearly seen in the Mantel correlogram for PR BP, a pattern more pronounced than for the other studies (Fig. 3) .
The background level of Sørensen dissimilarity varied among studies. There was no significant effect of species richness on the background Sørensen dissimilarity (data not shown). There was, however, a significant rise in background dissimilarity as the sampling scale of the study increased (Fig. 4) . This pattern was best described by an exponential rise to the maximum (single, three parameter) if the 300 m scale study was included) or a linear fit if the 300 m scale study was excluded (Fig. 4) .
Individual taxon level analysis
Comparison of relative biomass, relative frequency and variance/mean ratios indicated significant differences among taxonomic groups. The significant difference among groups in relative frequency ðp ¼ 0:01Þ was Fig. 2 . Plot of output of Mantel tests for spatial structure in ectomycorrhizal fungal communities at several sites, showing pair-wise ectomycorrhizal fungal community Relative Sørensen dissimilarity vs. Euclidean distance for community samples. The r and p value from the Mantel tests are displayed for each graph. To summarize the spatial patterns in the data, we fitted a single, three parameter exponential rise to the maximum (solid line), as well as a smoothed loess fit to the data (dashed line). The maximum value in the exponential rise to the maximum is the ''background dissimilarity''. Also included are whether the Mantel test was significant, the number of sample pairs that were <2 m apart, the maximum sampling scale and the number of species at each of those sites.
a The best fit to the SP2 data did not have a positive slope, so could not be fit with an exponential rise to the maximum. driven by the higher frequency of C. geophilum than other groups (Fig. 5(a) ). There were also significant inter-group differences in relative biomass ðp ¼ 0:01Þ. C. geophilum and the Corticioid group both had lower relative biomass than other groups ( Fig. 5(a) ). These patterns were reflected in significant inter-group differences in variance/mean (Welch ANOVA, p ¼ 0:025Þ. C. geophilum and Corticioid species exhibited significantly lower variance/mean ratios than Russuloid and Suilloid taxa (Fig. 5(b) ). A similar significant among-taxonomicgroup pattern was exhibited when relative abundance/ relative frequency was analyzed by group (p ¼ 0:04, data not shown). Regression analysis on the whole dataset and on individual taxonomic groups indicated that these patterns were independent of the spatial sampling scale of the study (data not shown).
The standardized variograms agreed in general pattern with the Mantel test results for the entire community. The median minimum and maximum estimated ranges (i.e., the distance below which spatial autocorrelation can be detected) were 1.4 and 2.0, respectively, whereas the corresponding means were 2.19 and 3.44 m, reflecting the left-truncated, right skewed distribution of the data (Fig. 6) . The small ranges detected in most taxa were consistent with the results of the Mantel tests of whole community similarity (95% and 99% of background similarity among cores at 1.45 and 2.6 m, respectively). The two species exhibiting the largest scale patterns of spatial autocorrelation (P17 m, with no sill evident, e.g., Fig. 1(d) ) were both Russulaceae spp. at the PR BP site (Appendix A). This site also exhibited the largest scale pattern in the Mantel tests (Fig. 2, Table 2 ). In many cases, the inter-core distance was not sufficiently small to detect any spatial autocorrelation (e.g., Fig. 1(a) ), suggesting that patch size was smaller than the scale sampled, and our maximum range is likely to be an overestimate of patch size. There were no significant differences among taxonomic groups in the minimum and maximum range exhibited (Kruskal-Wallis test, p ¼ 0:69 and 0.49, respectively), although the largest maximum ranges were exhibited in the Corticioid (5.31 AE 3.03) and Russuloid (4.34 AE 1.91) groups, and the smallest maximum ranges were in the Suilloid group (2.10 AE 0.76) and C. geophilum (2.60 AE 0.58).
Discussion
Scale of patchiness
Both community similarity and species-specific patterns suggested that most spatial autocorrelation, or patchiness, detectable by our methods occurred at relatively small spatial scales. These data have implications for design of effective sampling strategies for ectomycorrhizal fungi. Spacing of cores at or beyond the distance where background dissimilarity is encountered should maximize the information gained per core, if the goal of the study is community characterization rather than explicit spatial analysis. This distance was at 6 2.6 m in three of the four studies with significant Mantel test results, and 25 m in the fourth. In the Mantel correlograms, only the smallest distance classes exhibited spatial autocorrelation. As data were lumped into classes for this analysis, the exact transition distance is impossible to determine. However, in all but one case these distance classes encompassed the transition distance described by the line fitted to the Mantel test output. The only exception is the PR BP study, where there was no obvious transition to background dissimilarity in the fitted line for the Mantel test output.
The studies with non-significant Mantel test results differed in design from those with significant results, with the former either having few pairs of cores close together, or sampling at a smaller scale. We believe it is likely that the two studies with few or no pairs of cores at <2 m spacing (HJA, Manz) had non-significant Mantel test results because their spacing was larger than in the other studies, i.e., spatial structure was below the scale studied. Two other studies (SP1 and 2) had significant autocorrelation in the Mantel correlograms, but non-significant Mantel tests. These studies had the smallest maximum inter-core distances (<7 m) and also had low background dissimilarities among cores, perhaps because the sampling scale was smaller than patch sizes for the dominant species. When we look at the patterns in the first few meters of the studies with significant Mantel tests, there is little Why does one study (PR BP) exhibit stronger spatial pattern than the other seven? This pattern was generated by single large, non-overlapping patches of two dominant species, Russula brevipes and Lactarius rufus, and a largely non-overlapping pattern between the former and Amanita francheti [13] . Russula brevipes was a dominant in two adjacent plots and L. rufus was a dominant or sub-dominant in the other three adjacent plots [13] . Variograms showed that these species had the largest patch sizes found in any of the studies.
There are several possible explanations for the observed pattern. First, the study may have been set up over an environmental gradient that generated a spatial trend in mycorrhizal community structure. In fact, the plots were set up over a hill-slope that may have generated a strong gradient. Significant trends in EMF community structure have been found across a much larger scale N deposition gradient [26] . Second, negative associations of fungal species driven by exploitative and interference competition are possible [27, 28] , although whether this would lead to exclusion zones among certain species pairs is unknown. The presence of multispecies mixtures in individual cores suggests that EMF do not create large-scale monospecific exclusion zones. Indeed, it is common to find multiple species interspersed on neighboring root tips. However, this does not exclude the possibility of negative associations between specific pairs of EMF [29] . Third, the pattern could have been created by the chance sampling of two genets or clusters of individuals. Tests of association are not appropriate in the present study because of the spatial clustering of species occurrences in neighboring cores, and lack of independence among cores [12] . To determine whether this pattern was driven by chance juxtaposition of species patches vs. some pattern of negative association among species would require a much more intensive sampling effort over a larger area, in which multiple independent patches of the species of interest were sampled.
How do the patterns encountered in our analysis compare with others? One other study, using a similar approach to community spatial patterns in Picea abies stands [17] , found positive spatial correlation in the smallest distance classes analyzed (4-5 and 6-7 m) in sporocarp communities at three sites, as well as in both sporocarps and belowground (molecularly-determined) communities in the smallest distance class measured (4 m) at one site. For their belowground molecular analysis, they did not use cores but rather collected individual root tips at a 1 m spacing interval, identified them, and then pooled them for statistical analysis in 4 Â 4 m blocks. So in pair-wise comparisons of neighboring blocks, the sampling points ranged from 1 to 7.6 m apart. This range encompasses the scale of greater similarity in the present study (<2.6 m). They also analyzed morphotype ( ¼ morphologically sorted root tips) communities, although their morphotypes do not strictly represent taxonomically-based communities because of lumping of taxa in some morphotypes. For three of seven subplots they found a similar pattern of positive correlation of morphotype communities over the first 3 m, and negatively correlated in the 6-9 m distance classes. This also agrees quite well with our results.
Other studies have not attempted to look at whole community patterns, but instead have focused on individual recognizable taxa. One study found no evidence for spatial aggregation in Cenococcum or Piloderma at the 0.1-4.5 m scale, but did find higher similarity among morphotypes in adjacent 1 cm 3 soil volumes [14] . In contrast, two other studies [8, 30] found larger-scale patchy distribution of Piloderma. In the present study, Piloderma exhibited patchiness at a 1.95 m scale, and patches in related Corticioid fungi ranged from 0.74 to 14.1 m (Appendix A). This suggests that there is the potential for formation of larger patches in Corticioid ectomycorrhizal fungi. One study found that mat-forming fungi Gautieria and Hysterangium formed mycelial patches that were on average <0.5 m diameter and <1 m apart [31] , a scale similar to the spatial autocorrelation patterns found for many species in this study.
Background community dissimilarity
We do not know the cause of the increase in background dissimilarity as sampling scale increased. It is possible that this result is spurious, and that other factors, such as stand composition or age may be driving the pattern. Studies in SNF, HJA and MANZ, with the highest background dissimilarity in the mature stands, were all carried out in mixed-species stands, although in SNF the sampling was focused on ponderosa pine, and in MANZ, Douglas-fir seeds were introduced into a relatively pure Arctostaphylos glandulosa stand (with occasional Quercus wislizenii). Increasing host diversity might be expected to lead to increasing EMF diversity, which might in turn lead to higher background dissimilarity. However, background dissimilarity was not significantly higher with increasing EMF species richness.
The other study with high background dissimilarity was the PR BP seedling study. The seedlings were in post-fire regeneration sites after stand-replacing fires, and so may have had higher dissimilarity because genets had only recently developed from point source inoculum (resistant propagules). The degree of dissimilarity in this case would depend on the diversity and distribution of the inoculum sources present in the resistant propagule bank, and their ability to colonize roots rapidly.
It is also possible that sampling a smaller area may affect the background dissimilarity, although the exact mechanism by which that would occur is unclear. It does not appear to be an artifact of doing the calculations with data over different scales: recalculating the equations used to determine background dissimilarity using only the data for the first 13 m for the larger-scaled sites (e.g., SNF, PR BP seedling) did not change the background dissimilarity. One might expect the patterns might be explained by species-area relationships, which would suggest that larger areas would be more species-rich, and higher richness would lead to higher background dissimilarity. However, we found no significant increase in background dissimilarity as species richness increased. Certainly, sampling a larger area would be likely to give a more robust estimate of background dissimilarity, because a larger number of patches and patch boundaries would be encountered, so local variability in estimation of background dissimilarity should be smoothed out. However, this does not explain the greater background dissimilarity.
It is possible that background dissimilarities have not been reached in the smaller-scale studies (SP1, SP2 and PR BP). Indeed, the exponential rise to the maximum for the Mantel test data for PR BP suggests that a larger-scale sampling would have led to higher background dissimilarity at this site.
Variation in biomass distribution among cores
There were clear interspecific differences in the pattern of biomass distribution among cores. Variance/ mean data indicated that certain species exhibited distinct clumps of root tips (e.g., Rhizopogon) whereas other taxa exhibited relatively even dispersion of root tips among cores, e.g., Cenococcum geophilum. These patterns in variance/mean were not correlated with the minimum or maximum ranges, e.g., C. geophilum and Suilloid species exhibited similar minimum and maximum variograms ranges, despite having the most widely divergent variance/mean. The interspecific differences in variance/mean could arise from a number of different processes. One likely contributing factor is fungal-regulated root proliferation patterns. Suilloid mycorrhizal fungi -Rhizopogon and Suillus species -commonly stimulate the production of highly clumped coralloid or tuberculate mycorrhizas that contrast with more typical mycorrhizas (Fig. 7b) , and may explain why their biomass appears highly clumped in variance/mean analyses. A more detailed analysis of the Suilloid group indicates that the species that form tuberculate root clusters (Suillus tomentosus, R. vinicolor) also had the highest variance/mean, whereas species that do not (R. parksii, R. salebrosus (reported as R. subcaerulescens in our earlier studies), R. occidentalis (reported as R. ochraceorubens in our earlier studies), R. ellenae) had lower variance/mean ratios (Appendix A). S. tomentosus and R. vinicolor also both had the highest variance/mean for their respective sites (Appendix A). Thus, we must be cautious in combining higher taxonomic groups in an analysis of this sort, because spatial organization is likely to differ significantly even among closely related species. Taxa that consistently exhibited the more even distributions, such as C. geophilum and the Corticioid fungi, produce more dispersed branching patterns, and often produce simple, un-branched mycorrhizae.
C. geophilum deserves special mention because of the observation of its high frequency despite relatively low biomass across all studies. The observation of high C. geophilum frequency is not new [1] . Its high frequency both within and among studies suggests a remarkably ubiquitous distribution for this fungus. This pattern has not been reported for any other fungus. The ability to detect this pattern may be, in part, due to its morphological distinctness, which makes morphological identification of this species much easier. The causes for its high frequency are unknown, but may arise in part from its formation of vegetative resting structures (sclerotia), which allow it to persist during unfavorable periods [32] . It is also possible that this pattern is at least in part an artifact, because recent phylogenetic analysis suggests that there may be cryptic species in this group [33] .
One important implication of taxonomic differences in variance/mean is that species with equal root tip biomass will vary in their probability of being sampled, e.g., the more evenly distributed C. geophilum will have a higher probability of being encountered than the patchier S. tomentosus, despite the latter's higher mycorrhizal biomass. This will result in a high probability of under-sampling of patchier dominants, especially at low sampling intensity.
Data limitations
There are some limitations to the data presently available, especially the lack of identification of individuals (i.e., genets) within species. This prevents us from determining whether the spatial patterns discerned represent one or more individuals. Thus we do not know what portions of the observed spatial patterns are driven by patterns of genet size, fragmentation of genets, or aggregations of multiple individuals.
Similar patterns can be interpreted differently in the seedling and mature studies. In the PR BP seedling study large genets were unlikely to have developed in the time since stand-replacing disturbance. The small scale of the patches in this study as indicated by Mantel tests therefore likely indicates the presence of small genets. However, in mature forests, the small patches exhibited might or might not reflect small genets [3] . Suilloid species can often exhibit large genet size [6, 7, 9, 34] , but the variograms analysis discerned only relatively small patch sizes in this group (0.63-4.39 m diameter, Appendix A). One of the largest EMF genets recorded (P300 m 2 ) was formed by Suillus pungens at Point Reyes in Bishop pine forest [6] . However, Suillus pungens was only sparsely represented on root tips [6] , so would have probably exhibited patchiness at scales smaller than the genet if examined by the present methods.
Furthermore, the converse may also not be true, i.e., large patches may not indicate large genets. Based on sporocarp studies of genet size we can say that not all large aggregations are made up of single genets. For example, the two largest patches in the present study were both formed by Russulaceae, both Lactarius and Russula. Although genets of Russula can sometimes be large [35] , not all large patches are necessarily single genets [5] . Genets are not necessarily randomly distributed, but can be clumped, leading to the appearance of multi-individual patches [3] . Thus, other processes, such as positive feedback between high levels of spore rain and establishment rates of genets, or di-mon mating, could lead to patch development, even in the absence of significant vegetative expansion of genets.
In addition, differences in patterns of root anatomy among hosts could affect the species richness and spatial structure of EMF communities. While we have no data to test this hypothesis, the role of host rooting patterns in structuring communities is worth considering in future sampling and analysis.
The next phase in spatial analysis of EMF communities must involve multiple new layers of data collected in studies that were designed explicitly for spatial analyses. First, we must identify individuals of community dominants in both root tips and soil. Next, we must discern how patch structure changes over time. Last, we must link community and population spatio-temporal patterns to factors that could generate such patterns, e.g., endogenous factors such as clonal expansion, high spore rain, di-mon mating, and interspecific interactions; or exogenous factors such as patterns of resource availability, disturbance history and other environmental conditions across a broad range of spatial and temporal scales. These data will help us to unravel the complex processes that generate high diversity and spatial structure in EMF communities, and provide a fuller understanding of the functioning of the mycorrhizal symbiosis in nature. 
